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Introduction. Let p be a prime and k an integer. In 1940, Hecke stu-
died a representation of SL2(Z/pZ) which is realized in the space of modu-
lar forms of level p and of weight/c and obtained beautiful results.

In this paper, we study a similar representation rk+l/2 which is realized
in the space of cusp forms of level 4p and of weight k + 1/2. In particular,
we study in detail the subrepresentation Ps generated by Hecke common
eigenforrn f of level 4p ("newform"). Then we have some completely different
facts from the results in the case of integral weight. For example, ps is al-
ways irreducible, and if f is of Neben-type, whether p is "residual" or
"non-residual" (cf. below (1.2)) is determined by the Atkin-Lehner involution
W(p) (cf. Theorem (4.1) for the details).

Finally, we remark that the class number of Q(v/- p) also occurs in our
results as in the classical work of Hecke (cf. Remark(4.2)).

0 Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, we keep to the notation in

[4]. In particular, we use the following general notation.
Let /c denote a positive integer and p an odd prime number. If z C

and x C, we put zx- exp(x, log(z)) with log(z) --log(lz[) +v/- 1
arg(z), arg(z) being determined by 7r < arg(z) _< zr. Also we put e(z)
exp (2zr/- I z).

(a b) /,o(4) andLet gp be the complex upper half plane. For 7 c d

z g), we define function J(r, z) on (C) by: J(r, z) d (cz + d)l/.

Let ((k + 1/2)be the group consisting of pairs (cr qo) where cr (a b)c d
GL-(R)and p is a holomorphic function on (C) satisfying o(z)

t(det 0)-/2-1/4(cz + d)+/ with t C and It[ 1. The group law is de-
fined by: (c, p(z))" (/, b(z)) (c/, o(z)df(z)). For a complex-valued
function f on g) and (a, p) ((k + 1/2), we define a function f
on g by" fl (a, qo)(z) (z)-Xf(az).

1. For a positive integer N, we put G( SLz(Z/N, B(

0 a 0 1
Denote by the lifting Fo(4) 7 7" (7, J(r, z)"+). Then we put

for an odd prime p, A (4p) "= (F(4p)), A (4p) "= (F (4p)), and Ao(4P)
"=(F0(@)). Moreover, by S(k + 1/2, (4p)), we denote the space of all
cusp forms of weight k + 1/2 with respect to A (4p).
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For an even character Z modulo 4p, define a subspace of S(K + 1/2,
A (4p)) by:

f S(k + 1/2, zl (4p)) fl r x (d) f
S(k+1/2,4p, 2:) "=

a b
foranyT"= (c d) Fo(4P)

Since S(k + 1/2, 4p, Z) {0} for each odd character Z, we consider only
even characters.

Since A(4p) is a normal subgroup of Ao(4)"= (Fo(4)), we get a rep-
resentation 7r+:/ of Ao(4)/A(4p) B(4) x G(p) on S(k + 1/2, A(4p))
defined by"

$-1

[Tr+/ (7" mod 4p)] f- fl 7 f S(k + 1/2, A(4p)), 7" F0(4).
For f S(k + 1/2, A(4p)), let p denote the subrepresentation of

7r+/ generated by f, i.e., we set p (fl 7 7 Fo(4))c.
For any non-zero f S(k + 1/2, 4p, Z), we study this representation

p/. By restricting 7r+/., Cf is a one-dimensional representation space of
B(4) x B(p) Ao(4p)/A(4p). We denote this representation by X. We
also set the representations 2:. and by:

" B(4) a b zz(a)- a- b (a)-I
0 a

,’B(p)
0 a
g

whee,X (resp. X) is the 2 (resp. p)-primary component of X. Then X

Moreover we can define a surjective homomorphism between B(4)
B(4) xG(p) (p)

X G (p) -modules" lnOB(4)xB(p Z @ 1nOB(p) Pf by a@f
Za+t/() f (a C, (B(4) x G(p))/(B(4) B(p))). From this,

.G(p)
we can identify p/with a B(4) x G(p)-submodule of X @ nOs() .

.G (p)As to the representation gz @ no<> , the following assertion is

well-known.
1)Proposition (1.1)([3, Chapter 7, pp. 54-01). (1) If 1( g

Z nOBp is an irreducible representation.

(2) If g 1 hg rivial representation),
dG (p)

1 @ In() 1 (1 @ 1) (1 @ ).
Here, is an irreducible representation of G(p) of degree p which is called

Steinberg representation.

Here (+l)/e and +)/ denote irreducible r@resentations of G(p) of de-
gree (p + 1)/2, which are not equivalent to each other and satisfy the following"

(.2)

0 1
(x modp) e(x/p) (x We call (+)/ (resp. ’(+l)/e) the residual

resp. non- residual) rresentation.
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Corollary (1.3). For any non-zero f S(k + 1 / 2, 4p, X),
_G (p)

pz 1@1,1((, (11)@(1), ifz=l,

,2. Now, we shall study the cases of X 1 and--()in detail. From

now on until the end of this paper, we fix
For any a F, take SLa(Z) such that

1 0 ) (mod 4). (0 1

( 0 1) (1 a) (mod,)
-1 0 0 1

{((1 0), 1)} gives a complete system ofThe set {*aFl U
0 1

representatives of B0(4P)A0(4). Then define an operator X* on S(k + 1/2,
(4)) by" 71 x*’- 71 *.

--1 p. For a non-zero f S(k + 1/2, 4p, ), the following hold.

(1) X induces an operator on S(k + 1/2, 4, ).

p U, Vx
() O is irreducible f is an eigenform of X*.
(4) Let 2 1. Then

p 1@ fiX* f.
(5) Letx

/ (). Then

Proo (1) From easy comutation, we have fl X* (1 1 )*0 1 =fX*.
Since a(4p) a(4p), o 1

f] X* S(k + 1/2, ax(@)). The

assertion follows from checking the action of any element
0 a-

0 b- B(4) x B() on fiX*.
( 71 x*= ,fl **. we divide the right-hand side into two

parts S (the part of a 0) and S (the part of a 0). Then from easy com-
putation, S PX(-- 1)f and S (P- 1)fl X* or 0 according to 2 1
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(3) Assume that pz is irreducible. Then I Pz, _z n
..)B(4)xG(P) (Pf]B(4) xB(p),)B(4)xB(p) From (1), we have g ::
S(k + 1/2, 4p, Z) Py. If g 0, both Cf and Cg give the subrepresentation

of Py[B(4)B(). Hence Cf- Cg. Next, we assume that f] X*: f(
Then dim py= dim(f, f[ *;aF)C_<p. From this and Cor011ary
(1.3), p is irreducible.

(4) Let p/ 1 . g f+ f[ X* Er.o(4)k o(4)fl r is, Ao(4)-
invariant. Hence if g O, Cg is a B(4) x G(p)-submodule of pz which is
isomorphic to 1 1. Therefore we have g 0. The assertion for
1 1 is trivial.

The contrary easily follows form the above, (3), and Corollary (1.3).
(5) For any u F, put f,’--=v,e(-ua/P)fl * Pz. From

similar computation to (2)fulX*- (-1) ()p pf+ flX* ffo
Cf gives the subrepresentation

Let pz Z(+)/. Then fiX*--f( C) by (3). Take u such

that p 1. From the condition (1.2), we have f,- 0. Hence 0

f,X* ( g) Therefore 2 p g. As to X @ +/,
we can verify in the same way. The contrary is easily shown from the above
results and Corollary (1.).. Now, we shall characterize irreducibility of 0 in terms of Fourier
coefficients of We introduce the operators U(p), (), Y, and Hecke
operator () +/,,() from [41. See [4, 0 and 11 for the defini-
tions of these operators.

Let f S(k + 1/2, 4p,

((lO and 71 U( -,f 0 p P/+/ 1 a *
0 1 ([4, pp. 151-1521),

we have f X* p-/*a/ 2(-- 1)X(- 1)f (p) g(p) and fl u(x*-
--1

Put g := f U(). Observing that the map f71 u( gives an

isomorphism from S(k+1/2, 4p, )onto S(k- +1/2, 4,, 2())- ([4,

Proposition (1.28)]), g Ix*-
If X 1, g--f U(p) S k + 1/2, 4, and p g.

Then the following follows from [4, Proposition (1.29)1.
here (.1). Let (0 ) f= a()e(z) S(k + 1/2, 4, 1).

Then f U(p) a(p)e(z) and
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(-n)PflU(P) 0 (P+l)/2 a(n) 0 if p

)flu(1)) 0’(p+l)/2 = a(n) =0 if (----p n)
Here, O is the 2-primary component of Kronecker symbol (P--).

=+1.

[}4. In the case of integral weight, a Hecke eigenform f with Pl
p+l)/Z is very special, in fact, such f corresponds to a Gr0ssencharacter of
Q(]--p). In our case, a Hecke eigenform f with pl Xz @ tECp+l)/, or ) @
IE+I)/ is also a little special in the following sense.

We introduce the following subspace which is called Kohnen space.

{f=nla(n)e(nz) S(k-t-1/2,4p, z);}S(k+ 1/2, 4p, Z)/ a(n) 0ifz(-- 1)(-- 1)kn-= 2,3 (mod4)

We recall that we have a theory of newforms for Kohnen spaces (of. [1], [4]).
Let (R)"’(k + 1/2, 4p, )) be the space of newforms. See [4, 3] for the

newdefintion. The space is denoted by k+l/z(P, X) in [1]. From [4,{}31, we know
the following: S(k + 1/2, 4p, X)K (R)’(k + 1/2, 4p, ))K@(R)"’(k + 1/

2, 4, :Z) (R)"’(k + 1/2, 4, :Z)l U(P) Both o’(k + 1/2, 4p, Z) and
(R)"’(k + 1/2, 4, ) have C-basis consisting of common eigenforms
for all ’(1) (1 prime, =/: p)’ "’ (/c -I- 1/2, 4p, )) and ’(k -t- 1/2, 4,
y.)@(R)"’(k+ 1/2, 4, ))1 U(p) correspond to the spaces S(2k, p)
and S(2k, 1)respectively via Shimura correspondence; (R)o’(k + 1/2, 4p,
Z) is stable under the operators U(p) and ’(n) with (n, p) 1 ([4,
Theorem (3.9-10)]). We also claim that X* and Y fix the space (R)"’(/c + 1/

2, 4p, X.)I. This follows from [4, Theorem (3.10-11), Propositions (1.20) and
(1.28)] and [2, Theorem 4.6.19].

Theorem (4.1). Let (0 =/=)f (R)’(k + 1/2, 4p, Z)I be a common
eigenform for all (12) (l prime, =/= p). Then we have the following.

1) k-1

lOf Z2 ( {(i0+1)/2 ’:::> a W(p) 19 G

(-1)P - X @+/ G W(p) p G.

Here, W(p) is the Atkin-Lehner involution on S(2k, p) (see [4, p. 5]) and G is

the primitive form S(2k, p) which corresponds to f[ U(p) -1 =’g in the
sense of[4, Theorem (3.11)(1)] (via Shimura Correspondence).

Proof (1) X* commutes with all Hecke operators (nZ), (n, 2p) 1
([4, Proposition (1.20)]). Then from the strong multiplicity one theorem ([4,
Theorem 3.11)]), f is also an eigenform of X* and hence p/is irreducible.

(2) Suppose that pz 1@1. Then f] =f for all r Fo(4) Since
S(k+ 1/2 4 1) S(k+ 1/2 @ 1) S(k+ 1/2 4 1) (k+
1/2, 4, 1), f "’"(k + 1/2, 4, 1) ’(k + 1/2, 4p, 1)= {0}. This

(1) p/ is always irreducible.

(2) If z 1, then pe 1@ .
(3) If z =" "(P), then

\!
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is a contradiction.
(3) From [4, (3.3), Propositions (1.20) and (3.8), Theorem (3.11)], we

can show that g "--fl U(P) -1 ’(k + 1/2, 4p, 1)K, g is a common
eigenform for all ’(la) (/’prime =/= p), and g[ U(p) -,pg, ,,--4-p-.
Moreover we defined the involution w on (k

p-:/2(-- 1)p elY, (cf. [4, (3.6)and Theorem (3.9)]).

This involution corresponds to the Atkin-Lehner involution W(p)as
follows. Take the primitive form G S(2k, p) as in the above statement.
Then from [4, Theorem (3.9)], we can write a,g-
ap’= _pl-k,__ 1. By using [4, Theorem (3.11)(1)] and [2, Corollary
4.6.18(2)], ,G- -p-G U(p) G IW(p).

Therefore fiX*-(-1) (--1)-xp ,f=> g Y, ,g ca g lw, p g

GI w(p) p G.

Remark (4.2). For Z -(P-P-), take a C-basis {f/} of "’(k 4- 1/2, 4p,

X)K consisting of common eigenforms for all (Iz) (/’prime, =/= p). Put
Pi P,. Then we have D # {il p =

(p+l)/2} p tr(W(p) S(2k, p)). In particular, when p _> 5 and

k_> 2, we have

(_ 1)_ / /h(--4p), if p--1 (mod4),
D-- p ((-- 1) 2) 4h(--p), if p--- 3 (mod8),

2h(--p), if p-- 7 (mod8).
Here, h(u) is the class number of Q(/-).
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